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The purpose of this Addendum #01 to IFB 22-B0021 for Uniforms, dated October 21, 2021, is to answer 
the following questions: 
 
1. If I am bidding the exact brand/style, do I still need to submit samples, or is this only for items listed 

as alternatives, where applicable? 

 
Samples are required ONLY for alternative products.  Samples are NOT required if you are bidding 
the exact brand/style. 

 
2. Flying Cross has updated their style number for Line Item #5 on the price schedule.  The FX57300 

(standard ripstop) has been replaced with FX77300 (stretch ripstop.)  Is this an acceptable 

alternative? 

 
Yes, the Flying Cross FX77300 stretch ripstop is an acceptable alternative for Flying Cross FX57300 
standard ripstop.  Another acceptable alternative is Elbeco Tek3 poly/cotton twill cargo shorts 
(E2824) in midnight navy.  If you are bidding the Flying Cross FX77300 stretch ripstop, please 
submit a sample with your bid.  Bidders must provide a sample of any other alternative to this line 
item. 

 
3. Do you have a standard inseam length for men’s shorts? 

 
Yes, the preferred inseam length for men’s shorts is 10 inches.  However, there may be occasional 
instances where this measurement is inappropriate for the intended wearer.  The City will note the 
adjustment to inseam length at time of order placement.  

 
 
 
 



4. For Line Item #12 on the price schedule (four-in-hand long tie), can you clarify if this is a tie that has 

to be tied by hand, a clip-on tie, or a Velcro tie? 

 
Line #12 on the price schedule (four-in-hand long tie) must be a tie that has to be tied by hand.  A 
clip-on or Velcro tie is not acceptable. 

 
 
 
Sealed bids are due no later than Wednesday, November 10, 2021 at 2:00PM (local time.)  No electronic 
submissions will be accepted.  The City is not responsible for late or misdirected mail. 
 
Thank you, 
City of Myrtle Beach 
Ann Sowers 
Purchasing Office/Buyer 
Email: asowers@cityofmyrtlebeach.com 

 


